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Abstract
We consider mappings M of the real line into itself of the
form
M: x, = x + hxV + f (x).
Recently., K.T. Chen proved., via the Schauder Fixed Point Theorem.,
that M possessed the normal form
-
x, - x + hxV + ex2y 1
Here we wil l use the Contracting Mapping Principle to prove that M
has the normal form
x, - x + hiV
2v_1
thus eliminating the extraneous term ex 	 0 The main idea is to derive
sharp estimates on how fast the iterates-of a point enter-or leave the
origin. It is to be noted that the methods developed here can be
generalized to prove the existence of invariant manifolds for differ-
ential equations whose linear part has one eigenvalue zero,
Introduction: In the following we will be concerned with mappings
M of the real line onto itself of the form
(1) xl = Xx + f(x).
For JXJ / 1, Hartman [3] succeeded in showing that M has the
normal form xl = ax, i.e., there exists a homeomorphism c: x .-.
such that in the $ coordinate M assumes the form e l - X .
Recently,'Chen [2] considered the singular case
(2) M: xl = x + hxv
 + f(x), v an integer ? 2,
where f e C*O and showed that (2) possessed the normal form
(3) xl = x + hxv + ex 2v-1
where in general c j 0. In this instance, the hcmeamorphism a is
produced via the Schauder Fixed Point Theorem, whereas in [3] v is
produced via the Contracting Mapping Principle. The purpose of this
paper is to use the Contracting Mapping Principle to show that M
has the normal form
(3)'	 xl = x + hxv
2the extraneous term cx2y-1thus eliminating
	
This will be accomplished
by deriving sharp estimates of how fast the iterates x k of a point
x enter or leave the origin. It is to be noted that in general v
is only continuous, whereas the homeomorphism of Chen is of class Cr
for any r < co. However, we only require the ftuiction f in (2) to
be of class Cl.
Theorem: Let M be a local diffeomorphism of the real line onto it-
self of the form
M: x  = x + hxv + f(x),	 v = 2,3,...
where
f (x) l + I xft (x) ( s c1 j xj V"E ,	 e > 0.
Then, there exists a local homeomorphism
()	 Q: = x + ®(g)
such that
91=f+h9v
in a neighborhood of the origin. The function 40 in'(4) may be
3estimated by 4^ = &(Ixll+g).
Proof of Theorem: Since we are only interested in local diffeo-
morphisms we may ., without any loss of generality assume that f(x)
vanishes for IxI ? a. Furthermore, by a change of scale we may
assume h = +1. Setting
t = x+ @(x)
the requirement that
gl = t + htv
yields the non-linear difference equation
(5)	
*(xl) - 
o(x) 
_ %&Xv_1$(x)
 - f(x) + g(x,*)
where
g(xjp = h[ (x+$)v - i _ vxv_101.
We will solve (5) for the case v even, h - +1; the proof for all
other combinations of v and h will then be evident. The proof
will. be divided into two cases: x a 0. x s 0. For z a 0 we write
(5) in the form
4(6 )	 ^M	 10(x) - f(x) (l'0)	 ,= F(x0).1+vx1
	 + v
The left hand side of (6 ;= is of the form (I-S)0 where
00(xl)
This suggests solving the functional equation
0o	 ao ff (x ) g (x , * (x ))
r=0
	 rk=0 Tn7
i l (l+vim 1)
k-=0
for the unknown *(x k 0). Clearly any function $ satisfying (7)
gill also satisfy (5). Observe that ®(x) = 0 for x ? a implies
(T*)(x) = 0. x a a, and that the infinite sum reduces to a finite sum
	 r
for each x > 0.
To show that the operator T is contracting on a suitable
class of functions
.
, we require three Lemmas. Lemma 1 contains the
desired estimate of how fast the negative iterates x_ k of a point
x > 0 approach the origin. It will be used to prove Lemma 2 whim
estimates the denominators appearing iu (7), and Lemma 3 which is the
basic inequality for showing that T is contracting. In the follow-
ing c2,...,c8 Will denote constants depending on cl,v,e,
 
and a
5which we don't care to evaluate. Also, for each x > 0, let n(x)
denote the largest integer such that n(x) < a.
Lemma l:	
x-k s	
2xV-Z
v- 	
(k 2-!0).
2+k(v-1)x
Proof: Setting u = xV-1 we have
= 
V_1
_
xV1 (1+xV_1 + f)Y1u1 ^
	 x
= u(i + (V_1)u + o(u)).
3
i
Hence
1 .1
1
 - 
u 
_ (V_1) + 
o u
and for u sufficiently small, we find that
i < u _ (v_1)
U,	 . .
or equivalently,
_1
Iterating this inequality k times yields
I k(v-l)
'-k u + --,r	
A
or
< 
2u
k 2+k(v-1)u
which proves Lemma 1.
Remark,*	 Actually., one can show that	 X V-k1	 has exact order	 l/k.
-
Lemma 2:	
n
1 V for	 n 9 n(x).;9 C 2 
X
V-111 (i+vxk
.
n
k-O
V
n	
V
11 ('+Xk +f (xk)/XX)X
Proof:	
n+1 k--O
xv n	 V-1	 n
11	
V-1
J1 (1+Vxi
	 (1+vxk
k=O k--O
n 1+V` l—
VXk + 1Xk
g
11
k--O 1+	 V-J-VXk
n(x) v-l+e
clxk4 J1 + V-.Lk-0
'+Vxk
V-1+8
.	 ^ ^
C
1 
+	
1.^-k	
0
k=O 1+ va 
^-k
1
By Lemma 1, a k has order 1/k. Hence E a 
V
k
-1+e. converges and
-	 -
therefore
a V-1+e
	
1+ C 1 -k 
I	
C <
k=O	 1+ va V-
	 2
-k
Thus,
C 2 x 
V C 2 x V9 
n	
VV	
x V
xn+1	 n
which proves Lemma 2.
n.^x) e
	 c5
k
Lemma
..-_•
	
' 
Xk S 
x
V-14
=O
Proof: To estimate n(x) note that
2aV-1 
V-I 
a; XV-1
2+(v-1)n(x)a
wbAch follows trivially from Lemma le Hence
2av-1
-2x
v-1	
2	 c3
(V-1) (ax)(V-1)x	 xv-?
TTowj
n (x) a n^x) 
a 
a 
<	
n^)
	
aes
^0 ^ 1c=	
c
0 -k
	
4 k-0 [2+(v-1)kav` ]e, 71T
c /x v-1
< c4ae j 3	 [2+(v-1)zav-1]-e /(v-1)dz
0
	
ae-` +l	 v 1 e/(v-1)+1	 -e/(v-1)+1C
	
4 v-1-e	 [2+c3 (v-1) (a/x)	 ]-	 - 2
s c ae-vt1 a ) -e+v-1 _ c5
5 (a	
x e
which proves Leming 3.
We are now ready to show that the operator T defined by (7)
is contracting on the class of functions X = (*(x) a CP x 3 01
$-0  for x = 0, X11 a, 1m(x)l s c6x1+e. for c6 sufficiently large).
Indeed, if m(x) s c,l+e , then
Here we have assumed v - 1 > e. For e i v - 1 the estimates are
even simpler.
8
I a
V+1(x	 x	 (
I(TO)(X)l "< 2c	 F,)
	 n	 Ni 2c c
X)
7	 n	 2 7	 n
	
k=O 11 (,+V V-1	 k=O	 nx
k=O	
X
n(x) e
2c c	 F, x2	
k-0 
n
6 2c 
2 
c 5 C 7 x
1+e
Hence, for c6
 
;-;-- 2c 
2 
c 
5 c 7 
the class K is invariant under T. Finally,
for OP.* c K and with
max I (x)
o9x9a
we see that
n(x) Ig(x
n 
,O (x
n 
))-g (x *(xn MF	 __	 n 
I T40-T*	
n
Xk
nP	
II
O 	 (1+V V-1
k-0
n^) XV-1+e i t (xn )-*(X )I
LC C8	
n 
n 
(1+n=O
	
	
V-1
rI vz^
)D=O
n (x) X-l+e
6 c2C 11 ,041 E	 n
r*O
e
li
10
n+0
s c2c5c$a !!-!!
b- Lemma. 3. Hencc for c2c5c8aE
 < 1, T is contracting on the class
K. This proves the existence of a continuous function ° c K which
satisfies the functional equation (5). To solve (5) for negative
values of x we simply expand in negative iterates of x, i.e., we
rewrite (5) in the form
(6)*	 °(x) = (l+vxv'1)°(x`1) - f(x_1) + 8(x_1°(x_1))
and then solve the functional equation
n
(7}I
	 °(x) -	 ['f(x
_n-1) + g(x_n^i^°(x_^l)}]	 (l+vx gl),
For v even and x negative., this equation is solved exactly as
before. Thus
.
, ve have proven the existence of a continuous function
°(x) with °(0) = 0 °(x) = 0. jx) k a,* and 1°(x)l g c6'x I1+e
satisfying (5). It only remains to show that the transformation
a. E=x +°(x)
is indeed a hcmeomorphism.
i	 +
11
To see this we consider the inverse problem
The requirement that tl
 = E + g xl = x + xV
 + f(x) now yields the
functional equation
(^}	 *Ql) - *(o = VEV-Yo + f (f+*) + g(E.M.
This equation is solved exactly as before under the assumption
If`(x)l s c`xl y-'+C , and the solution ^r satisfies the same estimates
as 0. In particular * vanishes for 	 a. To show that at
is indeed the inverse of a we write
a*: x= g +t(0
a: n = x + 4, (x)
and we write the transformation veal in the form
The function r satisfies the same hypotheses as 4 and ^^ and
clearly satisfies the functional equation
(9)
 
v-1r4l) - r(g ) = vg r + g(9,r).
12
Since Y(f) == 0 for JEJ ^ a^ it is obvious that Y(^) _ 0 for g
negative. For E positive ., and a_1 s s a (where a l = a + av)
we find that either Y(E) = 0 or
(10)	 1 + yt v 1 + 0,Y) = 0.
Y
But equation (10) has no solution for t sufficiently small if
T = ® (I E I1+g). Hence
Y(O = 0. a-, s t s a)
and by induction Y(t) = 0. In a similar mannez° one shows that
a' e a = IJ. which proves that a is a homeomorphism with a' = a 1.
Finally for all other combinations of v (odd or even) and
h(+1) we solve (5) in negative iterates if x k -+ 0 as k	 and
in positive iterates otherwise. This completes the proof of the
theorem.
Remark; The method outlined above can be generalized to prove the
existence of invariant manifolds for differential equations where the
linear part has one eigenva.lue zero. In particular, one can prove
[1] the uniqueness of the Stormer orbits entering the singularity for
a charged particle moving under the influence of the earth' s magnetic
field., thereby solving a long outstanding problem in analysis.
e
v	 ^
1_')
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